General Assembly - 24th Session
UNHQ, N.Y., 11 & 12 December 1969
1829th, 1830th, 1831st Plenary Meetings: Reports of Committees. Votes.

1829th Meeting - 11 December - Tape LT-719
(Item 47: Question of violation of human rights.)
Item 23: "Implementation of declaration of granting independence to Colonial Countries & Peoples")

1 mcu President Angie Brooks (Liberia) (national costume) introducing Item 57. President asking for vote (by roll call) 86 86
2 cu Illuminated voting panel during vote 106 20
3 mls President giving result of vote on draft resolution I ("Respect for the implementation of Human Rights in occupied territories") 125 19
4 mcu President asking for vote on draft resolution IIA ("Measures for effectively combating racial discrimination...") Pan from mcu of President to ms of...
5 mcu President speaking on agenda, asking for vote on
draft resolution (Item 23). Zoom to mls of
presiding table and illuminated voting panel.
Zoom to mcu of President giving result of vote

6 mcu (leader)
1830th Meeting - 12 December - Tape LT-720
Reports of Economic & Social Council (2nd UN
Development Decade" & "International Education Year).

7 mcu Rapportheur of Second Committee Mohamed Warsama
(Somalia) speaking (first 140' - no guide track) 508 270
1831st Meeting - 12 December - Tape LT-721
(Item 105:"Forcible Diversion of Civil Aircraft
in flight". Item 68:"Activities of Foreign
Economic and other interests. Impeding Implementation of Declaration on Granting Independence to Colonial
Countries and peoples

9 mcu Rapporteur of Sixth Committee Piet-Hein J.M. Houben (Netherlands) speaking on Item 105 646 136

10 mcu President Angie Brooks (Liberia, national costume) listening, taking notes, speaking on agenda 685 39

11 mcu Ricardo Alarcon Quesada (Cuba) speaking in Spanish on Item 105 796 111

12 mcu President Brooks asking for vote on Item 105. Zoom to 1s of illuminated voting panel. Reverse zoom to mcu of President 819 23

13 mcu Dante B. Fascell (US) speaking (explanation of vote, Item 105) 860 41

14 mcu Rapporteur of Fourth Committee Mohammad Ali Abdulla (Southern Yemen) speaking on Item 68 999 139

15 mcu Vice-President Hadj Roeslan Abdulgani (Indonesia) asking for vote on Item 68. Zoom to 1s of illuminated voting panel. Reverse pan to mcu of Vice-President giving result of vote. 1064 65

Sound: A/PV 1829, 1830, 1831